SAY HI TO FIVE TECH
INNOVATIONS AT HIGH5IVE
High5ive, the office complex in Poland, was looking for
evolutionary technology features to provide a high level of
service to the different user groups. Solution? Two office
buildings – Two technology partners – One great PropTech
success with plenty of delighted tenants. The cooperation of
Sharry and Nedap ensures the high-quality delivery of requested
innovations like visitor management software, quick and secure
mobile building access, and a seamless parking system.

HIGH5IVE
High5ive is a complex of five office
buildings that provide about 70,000 sqm
of modern office space in the very center
of Krakow, Poland. The joint tech solution
by Sharry and Nedap was delivered to
buildings 4 and 5.
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Sharry is a smart access
platform for A-class office
buildings. Our solution
combines smart access
(including mobile access,
dynamic parking, and
elevator control) with a visitor
management system and
tenant engagement features
to provide the best-in-class
building experience for the
tenants.

A high-tech company that
creates high-quality, innovative
hardware and software products.
We are passionate about
technology and how it can help
people to be happier and more
successful in their professional
lives. The technology we create is
what we call: Technology for Life.
It is our purpose and it drives us
in everything we do.

“From a technical standpoint,
the cooperation between
Nedap and Sharry was really
smooth. Every detail or issue
to handle was promptly
answered and resolved, either
directly by Nedap, or their
installer company Urkom.
As a result, High5ive provides
a smart access platform
to all tenants and visitors.
Through the joint cooperation
with our colleagues from
Nedap, we managed to
turn these buildings into
a premium service.”

“Our partner Sharry has
developed a software solution
that streamlines car park
and building operations. With
integrating NVITE and ANPR,
tenant access to workplace
services including parking spaces
can be enabled in a flexible,
secure, and future-proof manner.
Staff, contractors, and visitors
can be granted access to facilities
upon user-enabled technologies
and their preferences. Nedap’s
ANPR Lumo identifies the license
plates, NVITE supports multi
identification technologies
all in one reader.”

Michal Schindler

Bart van Lijf

Head of Technical solutions
Sharry

Business Development Manager
Nedap

NEDAP AND SHARRY HAVE
JOINED FORCES FOR THE
FOLLOWING SERVICES
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Tenant engagement app
The initial product introduced for the
whole building community. The High5ive
mobile application offers all occupants to
for example reserve shared facilities and
amenities, gain information about services
available in the office complex and its
surroundings, and use in-app messaging to
communicate with other users.
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Digital signage
All relevant information is also shared
through digital signages in the lobby
promoting the tenants and the
building‘s unique brand. Other content
like news alerts, local events, and
restaurants‘ menu, public transport info,
or weather forecast are easily editable
by drag and drop web administration.
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Mobile access
Through Sharry’s integration of Nedap’s AEOS access control
system, tenants have the option to enter the complex by using
their mobile device only and to embrace the cardless future.
Mobile access is also integrated with the elevator systems so as
soon as the user goes through the turnstiles, Sharry automatically
calls the elevator to their floor. Result? Optimizing the journey
from entry all the way to the tenant‘s home place of work.

High5ive is also equipped with a special NVITE
reader for people in wheelchairs. After access
verification at this turnstile, an elevator for
disabled persons is automatically called.
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Fully-integrated visitor
management system
Tenants can add external guests to the
Sharry system to grant them smooth and
easy access to the High5ive. This was achieved
thanks to Nedap’s NVITE readers integrated
with the Sharry ecosystem
NVITE is a multi-technology reader that enables
contactless identification. NVITE supports many
different technologies to identify such as QR
codes, smartcards, and Bluetooth Low Energy.
For this solution, every user or tenant's
receptionist can send a QR code-based
guestpass which will be qualified by the NVITE
reader at the reception's tablet to ensure a flow
entrance and an undisturbed experience.
Visitors can also by themselves book a parking
spot online and input their license plate number
there, which will be afterward scanned by smart
cameras at the garage entrance.
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Smart parking
Parking access is provided by additional
integration extending the service of mobile
access to the areas of the car park. Nedap’s
NVITE readers are used to identify drivers by
plastic cards. The other option is that the user by
themselves can input the license plate number to
the mobile app developed by Sharry and it is after
that automatically recognized by Nedap’s smart
ANPR Lumo camera at the garage entrance.
Nedap’s access control platform AEOS is used
to integrate the NVITE readers for parking
management. The software of Sharry Workplaces
provides real-time occupancy analysis based on
car entries. This active management leads to high
efficiency and higher utilization of parking places
and comfort for tenants and visitors.

SEAMLESS ACCESS
TO PROVIDE A HIGH LEVEL
OF EXPERIENCE
After a few weeks
of deployment, the
cooperation between
Sharry and Nedap ends
up in the fully integrated
smart access solution
and extraordinary
experience provided for
all employees, drivers,
and guests coming to the
High5ive office building.

 he combination of technologies
T
and readers has proven to be a perfect
solution for the High5ive complex.
 he different systems and devices
T
installed communicate and interact
seamlessly with each other.
 ust one system is needed to deliver
J
the high-quality service that High5ive
wants to provide for its occupiers.
Integrating several systems into one brings
significant time savings for key people
in the building like the property, facility and
security management, and receptionists.
 he analytical data such as the occupancy
T
rate of the building community (incl. visitors)
provide support for effective decision-making.
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